We point out that there is a simple variant of the SYK model, which we call cSYK, that is SL(2, R) invariant for all values of the coupling. The modification consists of replacing the UV part of the SYK action with a quadratic bilocal term. The corresponding bulk dual is a non-gravitational theory in a rigid AdS 2 background. At weak coupling cSYK is a generalized free field theory; at strong coupling, it approaches the infrared of SYK. The existence of this line of fixed points explains the previously found connection between the three-point function of bilinears in these two theories at large q.
Introduction
The simplest large-N conformal field theory consists of N massless free fields. This theory is O(N ) symmetric, and the holographic dual of the singlet sector is Vasiliev higher spin theory [1] [2] [3] . Although simple on the boundary, the bulk theory is only partially understood, either as a quantum field theory or as some kind of string theory [4, 5] . Part of the difficulty in understanding the bulk theory is the infinite-dimensional gauge symmetry in the bulk that arises from the infinite number of local conserved currents on the boundary, and the complexity of the massless higher spin bulk theories. Also, the free O(N ) model, and most other examples of large N dualities, lack the marginal coupling of supersymmetric gauge theory that allows one to continuously go from weak to strong coupling.
An even simpler setting, and one that has been less explored, is to consider the free O(N ) model in 0 + 1 dimensions. Taking the fields to be Majorana fermions, the action is,
(1.1)
Unlike its higher dimensional cousins, this theory is topological: the action is invariant under arbitrary time reparametrizations and consequently the Hamiltonian is zero. The bulk dual is presumably some topological cousin of Vasiliev theory for AdS 2 [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . However, for addressing the questions mentioned above, and for finding some hypothetical new theory of extended objects, one needs a dynamical model. A simple deformation of the topological free theory that preserves one-dimensional conformal invariance (SL(2, R)), while breaking the infinite-dimensional time reparameterization symmetry, is a non-local theory with action,
When ∆ goes to zero, this reduces to the topological theory of free Majorana fermions, but otherwise is a generalized free theory, in which the dimension of the fermion has been shifted from zero to ∆. One can view this action as the coupling of an operator χ i , with dimension ∆, to its shadow operator of dimension 1 − ∆ [13, 14] . The advantage of this theory is the absence of gauge symmetry in the bulk dual and the ability, in AdS 2 , to take all the bulk fields, that would ordinarily be massless, higher spin fields, to simply be massive scalars. The bulk dual of this theory does not have gravity; it is simply a theory of an (infinite) number of scalars on a fixed AdS 2 background. For studying gravitational questions, this model is not obviously helpful. However, it may be useful for the purposes of constructing a dual bulk theory of extended objects.
This generalized free theory has another advantage, which is in fact how we were lead to it: one can consider adding a local deformation by the interaction term of the SYK model [15, 16] ,
where J i 1 ,i 2 ,...i q is chosen from a Gaussian ensemble with variance proportional to J 2 /N q−1 .
If we choose ∆ = 1/q, in (1.2) , then this deformation is marginal. Furthermore, the theory S 0 + S int SY K is classically SL(2, R) invariant for all values of the coupling J, which now is a dimensionless constant. We will refer to this theory as conformal SYK (cSYK). We shall argue in the following that there are no quantum anomalies, at least to leading order in 1/N , and thus cSYK is conformally invariant for all J; in other words, we have a line of fixed points. A theory with a line of fixed points is rare; a notable case is maximally supersymmetric N = 4 Yang-Mills: at strong 't Hooft coupling it is dual to string theory with a small string length, and at weak 't Hooft coupling to string theory with large string length. The existence of a line of fixed points is highly nontrivial and, in the case of N = 4 Yang-Mills, is due to supersymmetry. On the other hand, for cSYK the line of fixed points is less obvious. It appears to be a consequence of the non-locality and the anti-commuting fields.
For large J, the interacting part of the action, S int SY K , dominates over the free part, either S top or S 0 , for SYK or cSYK, respectively, and the behavior of cSYK approaches that of SYK. All the results for the infrared (large J) of SYK, in particular the dimensions of the O(N ) invariant bilinear singlets [15, 17, 18] and their three-point functions [19] , can be easily generalized to cSYK for any J, thus yielding the masses m n and cubic couplings λ nmk for bulk fields φ n dual to the bilinear singlets O n , for any value of J.
The three-point functions of the bilinear singlets, at the infrared fixed point of SYK, were studied in [19] . There were two classes of Feynman diagrams that contributed, which we denoted by planar and "contact" diagrams. It was observed that the contribution of the planar diagrams, for large q, is related in a simple way to the three-point function of bilinears in the generalized free theory (1.2). Having a line of fixed points interpolating between these two theories allows us to understand this relation.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 we show how bilocal actions can be obtained from local actions wherein the χ i 's couple to towers of auxiliary fields which are then integrated out. This provides a "physical" setting for such a non-local action, at the price of introducing an infinite number of new degrees of freedom. This is a familiar fact; in the current context it makes it clear that a CFT 1 of this type should be viewed as a subsector of a 2d theory, a necessary condition for a hypothetical duality with a non-gravitational AdS 2 theory.
In Sec. 3 write down the two-point and three-point functions of the O(N ) invariant bilinear singlets O n in cSYK. One distinction between cSYK and the infrared of SYK are the correlation functions involving the lowest dimension singlet, O 0 . In SYK these break conformal invariance; in cSYK these preserve conformal invariance. On the bulk side, this translates into the statement that the gravitational sector of the dual of SYK is Jackiw-Teitelboim gravity, whose infrared behavior is dominated by the reparameterization fluctuations of the AdS boundary; whereas the dual of cSYK is a field theory on a fixed AdS background and the dual of O 0 is just the lightest bulk field. We make some brief remarks on this in Sec. 4.
In appendix A we record the three-point functions of the O n for cSYK, comparing weak and strong coupling.
Bilocal Action
The action that we will be studying, (1.2), is bilocal in time. As such, it is difficult to make sense of it on its own, and it is unclear if it is physical.
1 One could focus on (1.2) in the small ∆ limit, regarding ∆ as a regulator away from the local action (1.1), but it is better to understand the action in general. Bilocal actions of this type are familiar in a number of contexts, and should be viewed as arising from some local action after integrating out auxiliary degrees of freedom.
Bulk Scalar
As an illustration, consider a massive scalar field in AdS d+1 ,
As is very familiar, integrating out the bulk degrees of freedom, which can be done exactly as (2.1) is quadratic, gives rise to a bilocal action with a kernel that is a conformal two-point function with dimension set by the mass. In particular, working in Euclidean coordinates, 2) and letting
Plugging φ into the action (2.1), the action just becomes a boundary term [21] ,
An equivalent viewpoint, which will be more useful for us, is to think of the system as consisting of the free scalar φ(z, x) for z ≥ 0, along with another field φ 0 (x) that lives on the boundary and is linearly coupled to φ(z = 0, x). (So φ 0 (x) can be thought of a source for φ).
The action of the full system
where,
where α is a constant, and we have regulated the boundary by moving it inward to z = .
For the purposes of this action, the allowed solutions are those that decay as z ∆ for small z.
The reason this is the same as the previous action (2.4) is the following: if we just think of the interior of AdS, and place sources somewhere, then the field is given by the convolution of the sources with the bulk two-point function G bulk (z, x | z , x ) (which is constructed out of the normalizable modes). In the limit that z → 0,
so (2.5) implies (2.3), and in particular that α = 2∆ 0 − d. The action (2.4) is the kind of bilocal action we are seeking; it is the action for a generalized free field φ 0 of dimension
With standard quantization, as we have discussed, one can achieve
where the lower bound is set by the BF bound on the mass. With alternate quantization [22] this can be extended to ∆ 0 ≥ d/2 − 1.
A Tower of Auxiliary Fields
For generalizing (2.5) it is useful to rewrite it as an inherently d dimensional theory. We decompose the field in terms of its radial eigenfunctions, which are Bessel functions,
Inserting this expansion of φ(z, t, x) into the action (2.5) and restoring the AdS scale L, we get,
where we have defined α = 2 1−ν /Γ(ν). So we have a tower of fields ϕ λ , of mass λ 2 L −2 , all of which are linearly coupled to φ 0 . Let us integrate out ϕ λ . This gives an effective action,
where, 11) and so reproduces (2.4), wherein the non-locality arises since we have integrated out massless fields.
General and Finite Temperature
To obtain the appropriate action at finite temperature, we could repeat the procedure, considering an AdS-Schwarzschild background rather than the Poincare patch. 2 This would be more involved, and is in fact unnecessary, since a clear generalization of (2.9) is, 12) for some j(λ) that can depend on L and other scales one may choose to introduce. Integrating out ϕ λ leads to the bilocal action (2.10) with the kernel,
In particular, it is now easy to find the necessary coupling j(λ) to achieve the finite temperature generalized free field action for a boson in 0 + 1 dimension. In other words, we would like to find a j(λ) such that the kernel (2.13) is the inverse of the finite temperature two-point function, G ∆ (ω n ), for a conformal scalar field of dimension ∆,
where ω n = 2πn/β are the Matsubara frequencies. One can see that G ∆ (ω n ) satisfies the property, 1
where we have defined ∆ 0 = 1 − ∆. From (2.13) we have that,
Therefore, we can achieve the desired (2.14) with the choice of coupling,
where we have made use of the spectral density ρ ∆ 0 (λ) for a finite-temperature conformal scalar of dimension ∆ 0 [23] . The dimension of j(λ) 2 is 2∆ 0 + 1. Since the dimension of ϕ λ is −1/2 and the dimension of φ 0 is 1 − ∆ 0 , the interaction j(λ)ϕ(λ)φ 0 in (2.12) is dimension 1, as it should be.
One may find it strange that we must change the theory (2.12) in order to change the temperature of the effective theory for φ 0 . In fact, this is appropriate. Once we integrate out the ϕ λ degrees of freedom, we no longer have the ability to excite them, so changing the state of the ϕ λ leads to a different effective theory for the φ 0 .
In 0 + 1 dimensions, the action (2.12) is reminiscent of the Caldeira-Leggett model [24] .
There one has a harmonic oscillator φ 0 coupled to a bath of oscillators ϕ λ . Tracing out the bath gives a Fokker-Planck equation for the reduced density matrix of the φ 0 oscillator.
The Heisenberg equations of motion for φ 0 are given by the generalized Langevin equations, which are nonlocal in time, containing a friction term dt γ(t−t )φ 0 (t ). With an appropriate choice of the coupling j(λ), such as the one Caldeira and Leggett picked, γ(t − t ) can be made local, γδ(t − t ), resulting in a standard dissipation term. The difference between the Caldeira-Leggett setup and ours is that we are integrating out the ϕ λ degrees of freedom rather than tracing them out; we have preformed an exact rewriting of the theory, as is standard in, for instance, RG analysis.
Our setup is perhaps more similar to the Kondo problem, in which an impurity is coupled to a bath. Indeed, in that context one can employ dynamical mean field theory to obtain an effective action for the impurity, which is of the form of the bilocal action (2.10), with the kernel fixed self-consistently [25] .
Free Energy and Entropy
The advantage of rewriting the nonlocal action in terms of a local action is that we now have a notion of energy, and a notion of a Hilbert space. This allows us to study the entropy of the theory.
Let us consider the partition function for our general action (2.12),
where we have noticed that it factorizes (after an appropriate change of variables ϕ λ ), into a partition function Z f ree for the free part of the action,
and a partition function Z ef f for the effective action for φ 0 given by (2.10) with kernel (2.13).
The entropy of the full system, involving the ϕ λ fields and φ 0 fields, is thus given by a sum of entropies coming from the partition functions of these two pieces, respectively.
The entropy coming from the free action (2.10) is simply,
n log |K(ω n )|, up to a constant. This is in 0 + 1 dimensions; if there are more dimensions, then there is also a momentum integral. In 0 + 1 dimensions, this entropy is temperature independent. Furthermore, if K is the kernel appropriate for a generalized, fermionic, conformal free field at finite temperature, (2.14), then this entropy is just the ground state of entropy of SYK [26, 15] .
Next, let us look at the free energy resulting from the action (2.18). Placing the system in a box of volume V d−1 , we get,
This is proportional to the free energy of gas of massless bosons in d+1 spacetime dimensions,
By having an infinite tower of fields, we are imitating an extra dimension. From the free energy we get that the entropy scales as,
So, for d = 1, we have a one-dimensional system, (2.12), that is not a CFT and whose entropy has two pieces: a contribution that scales with the temperature, and a contribution that is constant. We can isolate the part of the system that gives the ground state entropy by integrating out the ϕ λ degrees of freedom. This gives us a CFT 1 , with an entropy that is temperature independent.
It has been argued that a CFT 1 can only be topological, because in one spacetime dimension, by dimensional analysis, the entropy must be a constant [27] . We have obtained a CFT 1 with dynamics. Perhaps one can say that we have achieved dynamics in a CFT 1 because we have coupled it to a large reservoir with which it can interact. However, we do not have dynamics in the normal sense in that the CFT 1 is not a self-contained deterministic theory: the equations of motion are nonlocal in time.
A Line of Fixed Points
Let us recall the SYK model. This is a model of N 1 Majorana fermions, with anticommutation relations {χ i , χ j } = δ ij and action, S top + S int SY K , where,
is the action for free Majorana fermions, and the interaction is,
where the coupling J i 1 ,...,i q is totally antisymmetric and, for each i 1 , . . . , i q , is chosen from a Gaussian ensemble, with variance,
One can consider SYK for any even q ≥ 2, with q = 4 being the prototypical case.
In the UV, at zero coupling, the action is just (3.1), and the fermions have a two-point function given by 1 2 sgn(τ ). One of the central features of SYK is that the two-point function G(τ ) of the fermions is conformally invariant in the infrared. In particular, for J|τ | 1, one has, at leading order in 1/N ,
where b is given by, 5) and the IR dimension of the fermions is ∆ = 1/q.
We would like to introduce a slight variant of SYK, conformal SYK (cSYK), that has SL(2, R) invariance for all values of J. To do this we modify the UV part of the SYK action, replacing S top with an action S 0 that gives the fermions dimension ∆ = 1/q at the outset. In other words, we would like the UV two-point function to be, In order to achieve this we replace S top with the bilocal action,
where the kernel K(τ 1 − τ 2 ) is chosen to be the inverse of the propagator,
The action for cSYK is thus,
One should note that unlike in SYK, here the coupling J is dimensionless. Also, one can see that in the limit that ∆ → 0 we get back the SYK action, as in this limit
Correlation Functions Two-Point Function
Let us now look the Schwinger-Dyson equations for the two-point function of cSYK at large N . These are similar to SYK, the only change being that there is a different G 0 ,
In SYK, G 0 (ω) = i/ω, and the equations have no known analytic solution away from the fixed points (except in the q → ∞ limit.) For cSYK, G 0 (ω) is given by (3.6) and one can immediately verify that (3.20) is solved by the conformal ansatz,
where ∆ = 1/q and the coefficient b satisfies the equation,
At this level, the effect of varying the coupling is just to vary the prefactor b. We can not analytically solve this equation, but we have plotted b in Fig. 1 . For fixed q, in the limit that J 1 and J 1, we have,
At small J, we recover G 0 (τ ). At large J, we recover the SYK two-point function in the IR. This is reasonable; sufficiently deep in the infrared we forget about the UV.
One can notice that the cSYK self-energy is proportional to the kernel in the action, 15) while the kernel is in turn related to the infrared SYK self-energy Σ IR SY K through,
The theory we have discussed so far is at zero temperature. At finite temperature, one must use a different action. In particular, the kernel (3.8) appearing in S 0 should be replaced with, 17) and the time integration in the action should run from zero to β. One can check that the solution of the Schwinger-Dyson equations is,
Note that cSYK has SL(2,R) invariance, but not time reparameterization invariance. The action for free Majorana fermions has time reparameterization invariance, and the two-point function is 1 2 sgn(τ ) regardless of the temperature. In the infrared of SYK there is (almost) emergent time reparameterization invariance, which is spontaneously broken by the choice of the vacuum to SL(2, R) invariance (which is explicitly broken at the level of the four-point function). However, at the level of the Schwinger-Dyson equations for the two-point function,
one has for the IR of SYK, that if G(τ ) is a solution then,
is also a solution. Since we want to have a line of fixed points, we must explicitly break time reparameterization invariance through our choice of the UV action. With this in mind, we will however continue to use the zero-temperature theory.
Variations and generalizations
One can consider variants of SYK that do not have disorder. One way is to turn SYK into a tensor model [28] [29] [30] ; to leading order in 1/N , this gives the same results. The cSYK model can similarly be made into a tensor model.
Another approach to removing disorder is to make the couplings J i 1 ...i q be nearly static quantum variables [31] ; at leading order in 1/N this also gives the same results for connected correlation functions. One way of doing this is to make the two-point function of the J i i ...i q have time dependance of the form
, and then send α to zero [18] . In fact, for cSYK, taking this as the two-point function of the J i 1 ...i q , and choosing α = 1 − ∆q, we can get a two-parameter "plane" of fixed points. In particular, let ∆ and q be chosen independently, and take the action (3.9), where ∆ and q are independent. There is now a line of fixed points, where the two-point function is (3.11) and the magnitude b satisfies (3.12). We have written these equations, as well as later equations for the OPE coefficients and three-point functions of bilinears, in a way so that they are valid for independent ∆ and q (in usual discussions of SYK, one has ∆ = 1/q, and ∆ and q are used interchangeably). 3 We can try to make the action local, by sending ∆ to zero. In order to have a solution to (3.12), we must also send J to zero, so that J 2 /∆ remains constant.
This turns out to be an uninteresting limit, in which the dimensions, OPE coefficients, and three-point functions of all bilinear operators, with the exception of O 0 , take on the ∆ → 0 generalized free field answer.
Finally, SYK has O(N ) symmetry after disorder averaging. One can add flavor, making [32] . The same can be done for cSYK.
UV finiteness
Returning to SYK/ cSYK, the Schwinger-Dyson equations (3.20) can be rewritten as a single integral equation,
For SYK, the way of solving this equation in the infrared is to drop the left-hand side of Naively, it would appear that the integral is UV divergent. If this were the case, it would be an artifact of dropping the left-hand side of (3.20) as SYK is super-renormalizable, and the two-point function behaves as 1 2 sgn(τ ) in the UV. But, in fact, even with the conformal ansatz for G(τ ), the integral is UV finite. The only potential divergence in the integral occurs for τ a → τ b . To first order, near this region one has to integrate,
which is finite, as antisymmetry causes the leading term to vanish. For cSYK, the integrals involved in summing the melon diagrams are again UV finite, as a result of antisymmetry.
Unlike the super-renormalizable SYK, cSYK is classically scale invariant and there could be quantum anomalies. The UV finiteness of the singlet sector of cSYK implies that the theory is indeed conformally invariant, at least to leading order in 1/N , and perhaps to all orders in the 1/N expansion, for any value of J. The finiteness is apparently a consequence of the fermion antisymmetry and the randomness of the J i 1 ...i q couplings.
While the double integral in (3.20) is UV finite, it is not absolutely convergent. The standard way of evaluating these integrals in SYK has been to turn this convolution into a product of Fourier transforms. A more rigorous approach was recently discussed in [33] , and involves multiplying the frequency-space two-point function by e − |ω| .
which we take various limits, such as (3.32), are restricted to ∆ = 1/q.
At the level of the four-point function, to leading order in 1/N , one sums ladder diagrams.
At order J 2 there are two ladder diagrams, with the second related to the first by exchange
Either of these two terms individually has a UV divergence, from the region τ a → τ b . However, the difference between the two terms is UV finite. Again, the fermion antisymmetry is responsible for this. For similar reasons, all the ladder diagrams are UV finite. It is likely that any correlation function in cSYK, to leading nontrivial order in 1/N , is UV finite. It is conceivable that sub-leading 1/N corrections could also be UV finite, but we have not checked this.
Four-point function
We now move on to discussing the fermion four-point function for cSYK. The primary O(N ) invariant bilinear operators are,
where the coefficients d nk are chosen so that the operators are primary. The dimensions h n of the O n are found by solving the eigenvector equation, in the notation of [32] , 24) for the h n for which g(h n ) = 1. The eigenvectors v(τ 0 ; τ 1 , τ 2 ) are conformal three-point
The kernel K l is related to the SYK kernel by a simple factor, which in turn relates g(h) to the corresponding g(h) in SYK, 25) where the eigenvalues g(h) for SYK are,
The equation for the dimensions h n , g(h n ) = 1, can only be solved numerically; for general q and general J, the dimensions h n have an order-one shift from 2∆ + 2n + 1, which goes to zero for large n. It is instructive to see how the dimensions change as the coupling J is varied. At weak coupling, 1 − 2b → 0, and so in order to have g(h) = 1 one must have g(h)
diverge, which means h approaches the free value,
On the other hand, at strong coupling, b → 0, and so the dimensions h n approach those of the infrared of SYK, given by the solutions to g(h n ) = 1.
An interesting operator is the lowest dimension operator, O 0 . It has dimension h 0 that increases from 1 at weak coupling to 2 at strong coupling. For strong coupling its dimension is,
Recalling the scaling of b at strong coupling (3.14), we see that 0 scales as J −2∆ for strong coupling.
Next, let us look at the OPE coefficients c n ,
The result for the c n for cSYK is a simple extension of the SYK answer [18] , giving,
The OPE coefficients for SYK are the above, but without the factor of (1 − 2b) 2 in the denominator. Note that the h n entering here are the dimensions of the O n , found previously by solving g(h n ) = 1. These coefficients are valid for all J; the J dependence is encoded explicitly in the 1 − 2b factor, as well as implicitly in the dimensions h n .
Let us look in particular at the behavior of c 2 0 at strong coupling. For SYK, it was the O 0 operator that broke conformal invariance, so for cSYK we expect that c 2 0 will diverge as J goes to infinity, since in this limit we are approaching the IR of SYK. Indeed see from (3.31) that there is a divergence, which comes entirely from the tan(πh 0 /2) factor in the denominator. In particular, to leading order,
The four-point function of the fermions is given by a sum of conformal blocks of the O n operators. For cSYK, unlike for SYK, the O 0 operator is on the same footing as the other operators and the four-point function has SL(2, R) invariance.
Three-point function of bilinears
As with the fermion four-point function, it is trivial to extend the infrared SYK results for the bilinear three-point function to the cSYK model. This is done in Appendix. A.
The coefficient of the three-point function of the O n , O n O m O k , translates into the coefficient λ nmk of the cubic couplings of the bulk fields φ n dual to O n . The bulk Lagrangian, up to cubic order, is
This is for cSYK; for the infrared of SYK the sums start at n = 1 rather than n = 0. Let us consider the limit of large J. Then λ nmk , for n, m, k = 0, approach the infrared SYK values, which are of course independent of J. The novel part of (3.34), relative to the infrared of SYK, are the terms involving φ 0 . Let us write out the form of the piece of the bulk Lagrangian S φ 0 ⊂ S bulk that involves φ 0 , up to cubic order and at large J,
where we have explicitly separated out the J dependence of the coupling, so that λ nmk is independent of J. The divergence of these couplings as J → ∞ is simply a consequence of the divergence of the OPE coefficient for O 0 from 2 fermions, (3.32). 4 In SYK, the analogue of 4 In particular, λ nmk follows from the coefficient c nmk = c
nmk of the bilinear three-point function, (A.9). For c (1) nmk , given by (A.11), there is a contribution from the OPE coefficients, as well as I (1) nmk (A.12). One can verify that I (1) nmk is finite if any or all of the n, m, k are zero, and the coupling is strong (so that h 0 approaches two). In fact, I
(1) 000 can be seen to vanish at strong coupling, as I (1) 000 ∼ ε. The other piece, (3.32), forced us to move slightly away from the infrared, leading to the breaking of SL(2, R) invariance, and in the bulk, to large backreaction. For cSYK, we see that J → ∞ leads to the divergence of the cubic couplings, so one could say that we should move slightly away from this limit, though here, since there is a line of fixed points, large and finite J is no more involved than infinite J.
Discussion
In usual studies of AdS/CFT, the bulk gravitational sector is taken to be Einstein gravity, at least to leading order. In AdS 2 this is not possible: variation of the Einstein-Hilbert action,
, gives identically zero. One option is to simply not have an Einstein-Hilbert term, and not vary the metric. This is not something one would normally consider, because a duality with a nongravitational bulk is not really holography. In the context of AdS 2 , it is more reasonable, since there is no normal gravity anyway. If one does explore this option, such as for cSYK, then the dual CFT 1 should have as many degrees of freedom as a 2d
theory. For the cSYK model, this is achieved as a result of the bilocal term in the action, which makes it like a subsector of a 2d theory. Another option is to invent an action to serve as a toy model for a gravity-like theory in two-dimensions. Jackiw-Teitelboim gravity [34, 35] is of this type. A dilaton field φ acts as a Lagrange multiplier, so that variation of the action
(R + 2) + L m gives an equation that resembles Einstein's equations. In fact, Jackiw-Teitelboim is a good model of gravity, since it naturally arises from dimensional reduction of Einstein gravity in higher dimensions.
The bulk dual of the infrared of SYK has Jackiw-Teitelboim gravity in the bulk. More specifically, the bulk Lagrangian, to leading order at strong coupling, is,
where the cosmological constant is −2 in units in which the AdS radius is one, and we have left out a topological term and the boundary term, and L matter is the matter Lagrangian involving the tower of fields φ n for n ≥ 1. Here the matter is not coupled to the dilaton, so the metric can just be fixed to be pure AdS. The equations of motion relate the dilaton to the matter stress-tensor. The dilaton does not act like a normal scalar in AdS; it is not dual to an operator, and it grows near the boundary, z = 0. As recognized in [36] , if one considers excited states then, since the value of φ changes even near z = 0, one must adjust the shape c
nmk , aside from the OPE coefficients, involves I
nmk which is determined by the integral (A.16), which is manifestly finite for any or all of the h = 2. Note that in writing (3.35) we have kept q finite, while taking the J → ∞ limit.
of the boundary curve on which the CFT 1 lives, in order to maintain constant φ on it. This "backreaction" leads to breaking of conformal invariance in the CFT four-point function.
In particular, the piece of the CFT four-point function that breaks conformal invariance, as computed from the bulk using (4.1), is the same as the piece of the SYK four-point function that breaks conformal invariance [36, 18, 37, 38] .
Unlike for SYK, the bulk dual of cSYK has no dilaton and consists of field theory on a fixed background. The bulk Lagrangian is,
where L φ 0 consists of terms containing the scalar φ 0 , dual
consists of terms containing exclusively the rest of the fields, φ n with n ≥ 1. In the limit of strong coupling, J 1, one has L matter = L matter . Since cSYK has a line of fixed points, one can consider the bulk dual for any J. In the appendix we compute the cubic couplings at all values of J, finding that λ nmk become independent of J at large n, m, k. It will be interesting to see how the form of the bulk quartic couplings depends on the coupling J [39] .
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A. OPE and Three-Point Function of Bilinears
In this appendix we extend to cSYK the results of [19] for the three-point function of O(N ) invariant fermion bilinear singlets in the infrared of SYK. We study how these threepoint functions in cSYK change as one varies the coupling J from weak to strong.
A.1. OPE
We begin by considering the weak and strong coupling limits of the OPE of two fermions in cSYK, as given by (3.31).
OPE for weak coupling
Let us look more closely at the behavior of the dimensions h n of the bilinear singlets O n for cSYK for weak coupling. In this case, h n ≈ 2∆ + 2n + 1, and near these h n we can expand g(h) (3.26) as,
To find the h n to leading order in J 2 , we set g(h n ) = 1. Recalling (3.25) , this gives,
Recall from (3.13) that (1 − 2b) scales like J 2 for small J. Furthermore, from differentiating (A.1) we get that (1 − 2b) 2 g (h n ) = −1/γ n , and hence the OPE coefficients (3.31), in the limit of weak coupling J, are,
We can now take the limit of J = 0, to find,
In the limit that q → ∞ this simplifies to,
OPE for strong coupling and large q Now let us look at the h n and the c 2 n for cSYK at strong coupling. At strong coupling, these have the same behavior for cSYK as for SYK. For SYK, these do not have a simple analytic form for general q, but they are simple for large q. In particular, for large q, we have for the dimensions [19] , 6) while the OPE coefficients are,
It is interesting to look at the ratio of the OPE coefficients at strong coupling (A.7) to those at weak coupling (A.5), for large q,
A.2. Three-point Function Bilinears
The three-point function of the fermion bilinears O n (3.23) for n ≥ 1 for the infrared of SYK was computed in [19] , to leading nontrivial order in 1/N . By conformal invariance, it is fixed to take the form,
There were two classes of Feynman diagrams that contributed to the fermion six-point function, out of which the bilinear three-point function was extracted. It was therefore useful to split the coefficient c nmk into two terms,
nmk , (A.10) with the first denoting the contribution coming from diagrams that were called "contact"
diagrams, and the second coming from planar diagrams.
The first piece, c
nmk is given by,
where 12) where c n are the OPE coefficients (3.31), b is given by (3.5), b is given in (3.12), and,
. (A.13)
Here we have generalized the infrared of SYK result to cSYK. The only change is that we picked up a factor of J 2 (b/b) q = 1 − 2b to account for the different normalization of the two-point function. In particular, the change in normalization of the two-point function G is bJ −2∆ → b, and there was a factor of G q that entered into getting this result.
The other piece, c
nnk , is more involved, and is given by,
where c n are the OPE coefficients (3.31), while the factor ξ n is, 15) and I (2) nmk is the coefficient coming from the integral,
which, since it transforms as a conformal three-point function, is characterized by the number
The quoted result for c (2) nmk , while derived for the infrared of SYK, is also valid for cSYK, without any explicit changes. There are of course implicit differences, in that the OPE coefficients c n and the dimensions h n are now functions of the coupling J.
Large q, strong coupling
In the limit of strong coupling, the c n and h n of cSYK approach those of the infrared of SYK, and the same holds for c nmk . While c (1) nmk has an explicit form for any q, in [19] it was possible to evaluate the integral I (2) nmk entering c (2) nmk only in the case of large q. In particular, at large q, one has for I (2) nmk ,
where ± n ≡ n ± ∆, where n is given in (A.6), and s (2) nmk is a finite triple sum, given by Eq. 3.40 of [19] , which we will not quote here. The appearance of n here is a result of the dimensions h n of the bilinear having a deviation from 2n + 1 that is given by 2 n , see Eq. A.6. Also, in the large q limit, the factor ξ n (A.15) simplifies to, 19) while the c n in the large q limit were given in (A.7).
Large q, weak coupling Now let us look at c nmk in the limit of weak coupling, J → 0. Due to the factor of 1 − 2b in (A.11), the piece c
nmk goes to zero in this limit. This is as it should be, because at J = 0 there are no contact diagrams. For the other piece, c (2) nmk , we need to evaluate the integral (A.16). Let us work at large q. Then we can immediatly establish the weak coupling result from the strong coupling one, (A.18). The only change that we need to make is to account for the difference in deviation from 2n + 1 of the dimensions h n . In particular, comparing (A.6) and (A. 2) we see that what was 2 n should be replaced with 2∆ + (1 − 2b)γ n (for large q and weak coupling, this factor is much less than one). With this replacement,
I
(2) nmk = s Large q, from weak to strong coupling
In [19] we computed the three-point function of the bilinears for SYK in the infrared. This contained two pieces, c
nmk and c (2) nmk , coming from a sum over Feynman diagrams which we called "contact" and planar, respectively. To compute c (2) nmk required evaluating the integral (A.16), which we were able to do at large q. The result involved a nontrivial triple sum s (2) nmk . As a point of comparison, in [19] we also computed the three-point function of bilinears in a generalized free field theory. This was a simple computation, just given by Wick contractions, and, surprisingly, the answer was related in a simple way to c (2) nmk , again involving the sum s (2) nmk . It was somewhat mysterious why the results are so similar.
Here, we have worked with cSYK, which has a line of fixed points, reducing to the generalized free field theory as J → 0, and giving the infrared of SYK for J → ∞. One advantage is that we have a single unified expression for the three-point function of bilinears, for any J. We can, in particular, look at it in the limit of small J, and get (A.22), thereby recovering the generalized free field answer obtained previously by Wick contractions. In doing this, one can say that we have taken the four-point function for the generalized free field theory, and written it in an especially complicated way, as a sum of conformal blocks, and then proceeded to use this to find the fermion six-point function, and hence the three-point function of bilinears.
This exercise explains the similarity between the contribution of the planar diagrams for the three-point function of bilinears in the infrared of SYK at large q, and the three-point function of bilinears in a generalized free field theory. Namely, at large q the dimensions h n of the bilinears approach the free dimensions, 2n + 1, and are characterized by the deviation n (A.6) from this. The n , combined with the ratio of OPE coefficients between those for the infrared of SYK and those for the generalized free theory, (A.8), fully characterize the differences of the result.
